
How Google Workspace 
helps protect your 
organization
Safely connect, create, and collaborate 
while protecting your information in the 
new world of work.
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The way we work has 
fundamentally changed.
Over the last few years, we’ve seen accelerated changes in the way people work. 
Organizations and users are creating more sensitive data and information than ever 
before. And much of this data is now stored in the cloud for easy access anywhere in the 
world and is frequently shared with both internal and external collaborators – who then 
share it further, driving viral collaboration.

This modern way of working has many benefits, but it also creates new security 
challenges – challenges that legacy collaboration tools aren’t equipped to handle.
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How legacy tools expose you  
to increased security risks
A growing number of successful attacks target legacy tools.

of malware is delivered via malicious 
emails and attachments1

of reported security incidents  
are due to phishing attacks2

More than                   

of hacking breaches involve  
brute force or the use of lost or  
stolen credentials3

Legacy tools simply weren’t built for modern collaboration. The continued use of local 
desktop software, email attachments, and on-premise identity directories increase security 
risks. At the same time, IT struggles to keep up with patches, made more difficult by the 
distributed workforce, use of temporary workers, and an increase in hybrid work.
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1 Suzanne Widup, Verizon, “2019 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report,” 2019.
2 Ibid.
3 Verizon, “2020 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report,” 2020.

https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/reports/dbir/2019/results-and-analysis/
https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/reports/dbir/2019/results-and-analysis/
https://www.verizon.com/about/news/verizon-2020-data-breach-investigations-report
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How Google Workspace  
is secure by design
Google keeps your business safer – no matter its size – with a zero trust 
security model built for modern collaboration.

Cloud-first

Our browser-based tools are constantly updated – you 
don’t need to install on local devices or depend on email 
attachments to collaborate.

Detect everything
It works on a global scale to protect your information 
from phishing, malware, ransomware, and supply  
chain attacks. 

Trust nothing
Built-in controls, encryption, and verification with a 
zero-trust approach mean that your employees can work 
safely from anywhere.

Protect everyone
Everyone is safer on their devices – either company-
owned or personal. Devices don’t need patching and are 
protected against account takeovers.
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Unlike legacy office productivity tools, Google Workspace was born in the cloud, 

so your employees can access all its rich features directly from their browsers.

• Work securely from anywhere, on any device 

• Never worry about patching because Google Workspace is always kept 

updated – no matter where in the world your employees are located or what 

device they’re using

• Reduce cost and risk of data loss by eliminating the installing of apps and 

the storing of sensitive data on employees’ local devices

We’ve taken everything we’ve learned about protecting our own environment 
and baked it into our products, so you can protect yours. Google Workspace:

• Grants access to your sensitive data and applications based on who is 
requesting them and for what reason

• Allows your employees to work from any location – no add-ons  
or VPN required

• Gives your employees choices by allowing them to use their own devices 
without sacrificing security

Cloud-first and  
browser-based

Trust nothing. Verify access at 
every point while delivering a 
flexible user experience.
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With Google machine learning, you can minimize worries about malware or spam slipping 
through the cracks. And no costly add-ons are needed to fix any new vulnerabilities that are 
constantly being identified.

Every day:

• 15 billion spam messages are prevented from reaching Gmail customers

• 25 billion spammy search results are blocked by Google Search

• 3 million deceitful URLs that may carry viruses, unwanted content, or phishing 
attempts are spotted and stopped

• 100 million phishing attempts are blocked by Gmail

Google keeps your users and data safe, everywhere and on every device. 

Proactive account security, 
powered by machine learning

Google stops 99.9% of account 
takeover attempts where the 
attacker knows the username  
and password.

Easy-to-use multi-factor 
authentication

Quickly set up multi-factor 
authentication for all users.

Enhanced account protection with 
security keys

Deploy phishing-resistant hardware 
that meets global security standards. 

Detect everything with 
Google-scale machine learning.

Protect everyone with strong 
account takeover prevention.
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See no ads, ever

Google doesn’t collect, scan, or use your data in Google Workspace services for 
advertising purposes, and we do not display ads there.  

Stay in control and in the know

We’re committed to providing you with information about our systems and processes, 
whether that’s a real-time performance overview, the results of a data-handling audit, or 
the location of our data centers. It’s your data – we ensure you have control over it.

Own your data

Whether it’s corporate intellectual property, personal information, or a homework 
assignment, Google doesn’t own your data, and never sells it to third parties.

Meet compliance mandates

Google Workspace can help you meet compliance requirements like FedRAMP High impact 
level, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC), the 
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), EU Model Contract Clauses, South 
Africa’s Protection of Personal Information Act (POPI Act), and more.

Google’s enterprise-grade features ensure that you own your data – and that it stays private and 
compliant. We work hard to earn and maintain trust with our customers through this kind 
of transparency. 

Google Workspace is built for 
the enterprise.
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How Google Workspace 
seamlessly works with  
your existing tools

Reduce costs while  
lowering security risks.

Google Workspace helps you get more done with the communication and collaboration 
tools already known and loved by billions of users. 

But Google Workspace users must also collaborate effectively with partners, customers, 
and even teammates who use other tools. That’s why we make it easy for you to use 
Google Workspace to collaborate productively from any device with anyone, regardless 
of what tools are used.

You can collaborate on files without having to convert them, eliminate emailing 
attachments, and prevent version-control issues to enjoy a single source of truth.

Store, share, and work together on over 100 file types. Google Workspace supports 
more than 100 file types, including JPGs, CAD files, and PDFs.

We commissioned a Forrester Total Economic Impact™ study on how companies can 
realize benefits and savings by switching to Google Workspace. Four measurable 
benefits were identified, including revenue growth, employee efficiency, risk mitigation, 
and IT support services. 

Forrester found that the average organization saves more than 44% when moving from a 
legacy collaboration suite platform to Google Workspace Business Standard. 

The data they gathered informed the model for our Business Value Calculator and 
highlighted the key business benefits of Google Workspace.

Try the calculator to see how much you’d save.

https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/the_total_economic_impact_of_google_workspace.pdf
https://workspacecalculator.withgoogle.com/#about
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Transform the way work is done 
and securely unleash the full 
potential of your employees.
We’re already seeing big changes in the way we all work. These changes, coupled with 
the increase in sensitive data being generated and stored, are raising security issues. 
Much of this data is now stored in the cloud for easy access anywhere in the world. From 
there, it’s shared with both internal and external collaborators who can then share it 
further.

All this is good for employee collaboration and productivity, but legacy collaboration 
suites aren’t equipped to handle the security risks. Google Workspace is designed for 
security from the ground up. 

Get started today with Google Workspace, a more secure, private, and compliance-
focused collaboration suite that you can trust.


